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The long standing goals 2

Breakdown of the inclusive b-jet spectrum at the LHC

(green represents flavour creation gg/qqbar —> bbar) 

JHEP 026 (2007) 0707

Nature 605, 440–446 (2022)

What did we learn from Runs 1 & 2 data?

✓Jet RAA & dijet asymmetry


✓Jet shapes


✓Evidence for the dead-cone effect


Good progress in the interpretation of the data




b-jet identification techniques 3

The multi-variate 
discriminator CSVv2 takes 
the track IP and secondary 
vertex (SV) information as 
inputs for tagging the b jets 
from data

JINST 13 (2018) P05011

The b-jets

are identified statistically 
from a sample of jets 
containing muons

in ATLAS in CMS

arXiv:2204.13530



b-dijet asymmetry in pp collisions 4

Good agreement of the xJ and ∆φ distributions

between data and simulation after reweighting

dijet distributions as a function of xJ = pT2/pT1 and |Δ𝜑|

after flavour reweighting


PYTHIA 6 PYTHIA 6

JHEP 03 (2018) 181

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino
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creation

Flavour 
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splitting



Dijet asymmetry in PbPb and pp collisions 5

PbPb not unfolded, pT smeared in pp to match PbPb resolution


Dijet asymmetries for inclusive and b-jets 
are consistent within uncertainties

PbPb⟨xJ⟩ - pp⟨xJ⟩ 

as a function of Npart

JHEP 03 (2018) 181

JHEP 03 (2018) 181

dijet distributions as a function of xJ = pT2/pT1 

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino



b-jets and inclusive jets cross section in pp collisions 6

b-jet to inclusive jet cross-section ratio

• Ratio of cross sections is flat in the measured range in pp

• ATLAS and CMS consistent

• Good agreement with Pythia8

JHEP 04 (2012) 084

arXiv:2204.13530

Cross-section of R=0.2 b- and inclusive 
jets in pp collisions at 5.02 TeV

arXiv:2204.13530

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino



Nuclear modification factor of b-jets 7

• First measurement of b-jets in PbPb data @ 2.76 TeV (Run 1)


• b-jets suppressed by a factor of two


• Consistent with a jet-medium coupling (gmed) in a range of 1.8–2.2
Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

PRL 113, 132301 (2014)



Nuclear modification factor of b-jets and inclusive jets 8

• b- and inclusive R=0.2 jets compatible in peripheral collisions


• b-jets less suppressed in central and mid-central


• RAA slightly increases with pT in the measured range


• LIDO describes relatively well the RAA

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

arXiv:2204.13530



Ratio of RAA between b-jets and inclusive jets 9

arXiv:2204.13530

• At the same reconstructed pT RAA of b-jets is 20% higher


• Consistent in peripheral collisions


• Dai et al. captures the ratios of RAA

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino



b- and inclusive jet shapes 10

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

Probe of the jet internal structure

Sensitive to production process (FC, GSP) 

Sensitive to the details of parton evolution (dead-cone effect, hadronisation)

Normalised pT flow of the jet constituents 
as a function of their distance to the jet axis

Cartoons by Xiao Wang



b- and inclusive jet shapes in pp collisions 11

• ATLAS shows a smaller ⟨𝞺(r)⟩ for      

b-jets at the core (well reproduced by 
models)


• CMS shows ratio of jet shapes above 
unity (in disagreement with models)


‣ different fragmentation patterns


‣ pT shift of the b-jet constituents


‣ b-jets are broader

Differences between b- and inclusive jet shapes may arise from the dead-cone effect,

but also from GSP vs FC fragmentation patterns

JHEP 05 (2021) 054 

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

Eur. Phys. J. C (2013) 73    

Unfolded



b- and inclusive jet shapes in PbPb collisions 12

• Transverse momentum concentrates mostly within Δr~0.1 followed 
by a steadily decrease towards the edge


• b-jets (blue markers) are broader than inclusive jets


• Strong effect at large Δr in central collisions

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

PAS-HIN-20-003



Ratio of jet shapes: PbPb/pp 13

• Inclusive and b-jets show a redistribution of the transverse momentum of their constituents 
from small to large distances from the jet axis


• Core is unmodified, followed by a small depletion at Δr~0.1, independently on centrality and 
on flavour


• Then increasing modification of both inclusive and b-jets with centrality


• b-jets even more modified
Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino
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Difference of charged hadron pT profiles 14

• In PbPb more pT from low momentum particles is accumulated at the edge of the jet (R=0.4). 
What happens to the higher momentum particles? (slide 21 in backup)


• Core of the jet is unmodified, independently on the flavour, but then the redistribution is 
strongly enhanced for b-jets

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

PAS-HIN-20-003

pT accumulated in a given ring around the jet axis



Ratio of jet shapes: b-jets/inclusive 15

• With exception for the core of the jet, the ratio is above unity both in pp and PbPb


• Even stronger in PbPb


• Visible depletion at Δr~0.2, independently on centrality and flavour. And no 
difference between pp and PbPb at this small Δr dead-cone-like structure


Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

PAS-HIN-20-003



Messages from b-jets 16

✦ Dijet asymmetries for inclusive and b-jets are consistent but uncertainties are very large

✦ Ratio of b- and inclusive jet cross sections is flat in the 80-300 GeV range in pp collisions                             

—> important observation for RAA

✦ b-jets less suppressed (20%) in central and mid-central collisions at the same reconstructed pT 

—> models capture the differences in RAA for b- and inclusive jets


✦ b-jets are broader than inclusive jets and this phenomenon is enhanced at PbPb collisions, but:


Core of the jet is unmodified, independently on the flavour and centrality


There are two different regimes in the transverse momentum profile                                            
—> and a depletion at Δr~0.1—0.2. No difference between pp and PbPb at small Δr.


However, by comparing PbPb and pp jet shapes at the same reconstructed pT, we are mixing 
medium-induced modification with pT bin migration (energy loss) effects; theoretical calculations 
are needed to disentagle the effects and extract conclusions.


Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino



backup 17



Systematic uncertainties on b-jets RAA 18

Uncertainties in the gluon-splitting contribution and deformation of the templates in PbPb dominate

arXiv:2204.13530



b-jet shapes analysis strategy (CMS) 19

Kinematic selections:


• Jets: anti-kT, R = 0.4, pT > 120 GeV, |η| < 1.6


• Tracks: pT > 1 GeV, |η| < 2.4

Analysis Strategy:


• Select b-jet candidates from inclusive jet samples (by using the CSVv2 discriminator);


• Extract the signal from the jet-track correlation method


  (extended the measurement up to ∆r =1)


• Remove the contamination from mis-identified light jets.


• Correct reconstruction and background fluctuation effects.
PAS-HIN-20-003



Systematic uncertainties on b-jets shapes (CMS) 20

PAS-HIN-20-003



How do particles redistribute within the jet and beyond?

pT

Z

r

Study FF as a function of the angular distance between 
the charged particle and the jet axis.

21
PRC 100 (2019) 064901

In central collisions RD(pT,r) is above unity at all r for all               
pT < 4 GeV —> Energy lost by jets is being transferred to 
particles with pT < 4 GeV with larger radial distance.


Modification much lower in peripheral collisions.

Jet core remains unmodified.



Nuclear modification factor of b-jets 22

• First measurement of b-jets in PbPb data @ 2.76 TeV (Run 1)


• b-jets suppressed by a factor of two in central collisions


• Consistent with a jet-medium coupling (gmed) in the range of 1.8–2.2

Helena Santos, on behalf of ATLAS and CMS — HF-WINC2022, 14-16 July, Torino

anti-kT R=0.3 jetsanti-kT R=0.3 jets

PLB 726 (2013) 251

PRL 113, 132301 (2014)



b- and inclusive jet shapes in pp collisions 23
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